They Are Scared: Pope Says Anti-Semitism is a Sin
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For the enemy to just go on a legislation, censorship, and mind control rampage towards everyone right now, they are definitely sure something is going on. The top Pedo Head Rabbi in European grounds aka the Christian Pope is now joining the train of jewish fails.

Clearly, the Catholic Church has since its founding and since forever been nothing else but a totally and completely Jewish Institution. The long hand of the Jew in Goyim Lands.

While many people have this fetish of reading and considering a jew authored book as some sort of wisdom, based on the experiences of a jew from the Levant, aka, Rabbi Yehoshua, or Rabbi Emmanuel, or in Goyim plain slang, Rabbi Jesus Christ or in simple Rabbinical, Yeshu.

The head of the pedophiles is here to teach us what is moral: To not say mean things about jews. That's really great of him, we couldn't figure that one out.

It really requires a double-digit IQ around 75 or 80 to consider the fact that all of this crock of filth was written, authored, and forced upon us by the jews. It doesn't matter who did kill or who didn't kill Rabbi Yehoshua since, this is a fictional story about a fictional jew, who never even existed.

They also think they know better than the POPE, the head of the Vatican church, like what is more Christian and what is not. As if the bible wasn't based on the Jewish Torah and is not literally the Jewish Torah. And as if all the Apostles and all the rest of it weren't Jewish.

Here is an exclusive archeological finding from uhm, I will tell you another time. It's as valid as Christianity.

Who killed Jesus, who didn't? Who cares? Here is a new valuation for this hoax: Rabbi Jesus of the Levant pissed me off one day, and I was a Roman soldier named Chadius Cobrius. He was whining he wanted more socialism free money from the Roman Government grants to promote his Torah research and to find a new denomination of the Christian faith. "These foreigners and jews are starving, you heartless fucker goy!" Rabbi Jesus shouted. "It's your patriarchy and YOUR fault these are dying from a self-imposed vegan diet! I am here to save the oppressed, by teaching them how to gibs me all they dough, you dumb Roman!". I warned Rabbi Jesus to shut up and move away, but he insisted. He said "Why do you Shoah me, you dumb goy! Give me dat shekel! We are all equal n shiet, YOUR HEARTLESS INEQUALITY SHALL NOT PASS GOY". I turned around and tried to leave in hot temper, but the jew followed and insisted. "GIVE ME THAT SHEKEL YOU FUCKING RACIST GOY!", he shouted. I kept ignoring and went for my chariot. Then as I was starting riding on the chariot he tried to stop me, to take some
shekels from my pocket, and he hanged himself on top of the chariot, grabbing it with his sickly vegan hand. Then I kicked his hand off the chariot as it was accelerating. Clearly, he was unable to stop it, and he was trampled around by the horses who stepped onto his head. Decidedly I also took a reverse to make sure everything was alright. Him and his torn sandals and worthless robes were trampled further. As he died, he shouted "You will pay for dis goyim! This shekel was mine, for in the Torah it's stated, All the Wealth of the Goyim Nations belong to the Jews and are entitled to seize it without any scuttle", as his little vegan soul was sent to heaven. Lolling hard, I commanded one of my legionnaires to let him there to feed some poor vultures, because deep inside, I am a caring man. And without care, I continued my way into Rome doing an RTR. - Papyrus of My Whatever, 10,000BC

Now let's take the above and make it National Literature, as clearly, it's as valid as the bible, and as substantiated as the bible. It's as historically valid as the bible after all. At least it has better and more useful meaning for life.

_____________________

Pope Francis warns anti-Semitism has become part of a sweeping wave of 'depraved hatred' as he points to Christians' shared heritage with Jews

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/articl ... atred.html

Pope Francis has denounced anti-Semitism and declared it part of a wave of 'depraved hatred' sweeping a number of countries across the world.

Speaking to the American Jewish Committee during a visit to the Vatican, he urged people of all faiths to be vigilant against anti-Semitism, and said interfaith dialogue can help counter it.

Pope Francis also reiterated that it was sinful for Christians to hold anti-Semitic sentiments because they shared a heritage with Jews.

'A source of great concern to me is the spread, in many places, of a climate of wickedness and fury, in which an excessive and depraved hatred is taking root,' Francis said.
'I think especially of the outbreak of anti-Semitic attacks in various countries.'

Francis did not name any of those countries, but government statistics released last month showed more than 500 anti-Semitic attacks occurred last year in France, which has Europe's biggest Jewish community. That was a 74 percent increase from 2017.

'I stress that for a Christian any form of anti-Semitism is a rejection of one's own origins, a complete contradiction,' Francis said.

A European Union study last month showed that more than one in three European Jews have considered emigrating in the past five years because they no longer feel safe.

Episodes of anti-Semitism have coincided with the rise of populist or nationalist parties in predominantly Christian countries such as Italy, Germany, Poland and Hungary.

In Britain, nine lawmakers quit the Labour party last month, citing the leadership's handling of anti-Semitism in the party as a reason for leaving.

In December, 20 cobblestones commemorating members of two Italian Jewish families who were deported to Auschwitz or killed in Rome were dug up and stolen in what the Jewish community said was an anti-Semitic attack.

On Monday, Pope Francis announced that he has decided to open fully the Vatican's secret archives on Pope Pius XII, something which Jews have been seeking for decades.
Some Jews have accused Pius, who reigned from 1939 to 1958, of turning a blind eye to the Holocaust during World War Two by not speaking out forcefully. The Vatican has said Pius worked quietly behind the scenes to save Jews and avoid worsening the situation for many.
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